CYBER SAFETY
STARTS AT HOME!
With everyone in the family using the internet to engage
in social media, adjust the home thermostat or shop
for the latest connected toy, it is vital to make certain that the
entire household — including children and older adults — learn
to use the internet safely and responsibility.

HELP MAKE YOUR HOME A SAFE
DIGITAL HAVEN BY PROTECTING
NETWORKS, DEVICES AND ONLINE
LIVES WITH THESE TIPS:
LOCK DOWN
YOUR LOGIN

KEEP A CLEAN
MACHINE

Usernames and passwords
are not enough to protect
key accounts like email,
bank and social media.
Improve account security
by enabling strong
authentication tools such
as biometrics or unique
one-time codes.

Having the latest security
software, web browser
and operating system is
the best defense against
viruses, malware and other
online threats. Remember,
mobile phones and tablets
need updating too!

UPDATING

BACK IT UP

SHARE WITH CARE

Protect your valuable work,
music, photos and other
digital information by
making an electronic copy
and storing it safely.

Think before posting
about yourself and
others online. Consider
what a post reveals, who
might see it and how
it could be perceived now
and in the future.

PERSONAL INFORMATION
IS LIKE MONEY.
VALUE IT. PROTECT IT.
Information about you,
such as your purchase history or
location, has value – just
like money. Be thoughtful about
who gets that information
and how it’s collected through
apps and websites.

SECURE YOUR
WI-FI ROUTER
Set a strong passphrase
(at least 12 characters long)
for your Wi-Fi network.
Focus on positive sentences
or phrases that you like
to think about and are easy
to remember (for example,
“I love country music.”).
Name your network in a
way that doesn’t let people
know it’s your house.

ILOVECOUNTRYM****

GET YOUR FAMILY, FRIENDS, COMMUNITY
AND CO -WORKERS INVOLVED IN

SOMETHING BIG!
GET INVOLVED
ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Use #CyberAware in all your
tweets! Like us on Facebook
(/CRTechGroup) to catch live
segments with our techs and
follow us on Twitter for the latest
news and resources (@CRTechGroup)

BECOME A
NCSAM CHAMPION
Register yourself and/or
your organization as a
Champion to take action in
support of NCSAM. It’s easy
and FREE to sign up at
staysafeonline.org/ncsam.

SIGN UP

SIGN UP FOR WEEKLY
CYBERSECURITY TIPS
We’ll send you short, relevant IT
security tips, reminders, and
strategies to lower your risk of
getting compromised. Sign up at
creativeresources.net/ncsam

LEARN MORE

ABOUT CREATIVE RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY GROUP
CREATIVERESOURCES.NET

CRTechGroup

CRTechGroup

The National Cyber Security Alliance (NCSA) is the leading neutral nonprofit, public-private
partnership devoted to educating and empowering our global digital society to use
the internet safely and securely. Our core strengths are to educate, convene and amplify.
National Cybersecurity Awareness Month, held annually in October, is co-led by NCSA
and the U.S. Department of Homeland Security.

